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1. The rapid development of information technologies has created a
significant gap between computer technology and the ability of a
person to work with this technology...
2. Computer speed and the ever-increasing amount of data make it
impossible to perceive and display high-quality information at the
modern level.
3. Therefore, there are devices and technologies (artificial intelligence)
that will replace a person at all stages, where it is required.
4. If, in the beginning, these devices were very primitive and answered
questions - can a machine think, then it was proposed to use a brain
model to simulate more complex problems and, in addition, to make
the process self-learning.
5. Now artificial intelligence technologies continue to develop rapidly
and a new important question arises - can a machine feel?

We present to your attention ideas on theuse of AI
in photonics, including in a narrower, but extremely
important section of it, the design of optical
systems.
 This information-intensive section has all the
prerequisites for the application of technologies
and, such as expert systems, machine learning and
neural networks. This statement is supported by
several examples
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1. Accelerate the development process for
optical systems
2.Balance between performance and
constrains
3. Find best solutions (global minimum) even
under boundary conditions
4.Improve productivity of the designers
5.Decrease cost.



We found the most attractive use of artificial intelligence (AI) at
the initial stage of creating an optical device – the design phase.

There are two main problems that can be solved with the use of AI.
Firstly, the creation of an expert system for the design of optical
systems (OS), including the most creative stage.
 Secondly, the choice of the starting point and creating software
trained directly in OS design using machine learning and deep
learning technologies.





The basis for the application of AI in the field of OS design is
classification. It brings optical system to one of determined
classes, which gives an idea how we have to design an OS, how
many components it has depending on technical data (customer’s
request).

Expert systems (ES) are complex software systems that accumulate the knowledge of
specialists in specific subject areas and replicate this empirical experience for consulting less
qualified users.

The core problem here in fact that, except in a
few simple cases, it is very difficult to find a
good starting point
There are usually many solutions to a given
task. Different starting point will go to a
different local minimum.
Lens design is hard because of too many local
minima!






The difficulty arises primarily because of the
geography of the lens design landscape.
We take into account the dimentions (of the
housing), the properties, cost, transmission,
and availability of the glass to be used, at the
same time avoiding lenses whose tolerances
are so tight that nobody can build them.
Main goal is to find a lens that satisfies the
customer request.
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1. Newly designed
2. Patent literature;
3. Vendors catalogues;
4. Archives;
5. Specialized databases;
5. Analytical equations

Example of Melles Griot Page:

The LUP products with ~50 designs covers an extensive range of
diameters in both metric and imperial sizes as well as focal length
from 10 mm to 2 m. These standard quality plano-convex fused
silica lenses are an economical alternative to laser grade lenses
which are recommended for more demanding applications.
It is possible to purchase on line.

Proposed a heuristic algorithm
based on elements with wellknown properties to select
a starting point of OS.
Produces structural scheme
of optical systems
Next slide – struct-7 version of
GEOS (Generation of Optical
Schemes)

Starting points, Evaluating lens quality, Optimizing the
lens, Enabling production, Tolerances, Drawings
Must have good starting point with AI options
Must create a merit function with AI options
Must iterate many cycles
Must have DATABASE as a source
Glass variables optimization
Must have deep learning and neural network
options
Flexibility is important

* Introduced AI options are shown in green



Modern lens design techniques can
 Generate starting points
 Correct for ray failures
 Improve tolerance sensitivity
 Find best glass combination
 Locate strained elements
 Generate complete tolerance budget,

automatically.

classification, formalization, selection of the best
option, machine and deep learning
1. Support in finding good starting point
2. Appropriate optimization algorithms
3. An important feature of optical design software – built in basic
knowledge into design program directly.
4. Future lens design programs need to incorporate learning and
teaching function. Design programs should become a repository
of knowledge as well as a set of tools.

Using Python Library
One of the most frequently used machine
learning tools is the Python library scikit-learn
, which provides the developer with a specific
set of classifiers.
the RandomForestClassifier classifier is used.



There are many different types of OS classifications.
One of the most important type is their classification
by technical characteristics.



We selected three relevant characteristics: the
aperture number, the angular field, and the focal
length of the lens, which allow us to perform the
simplest classification of the OS and start designing it.



Consider these characteristics in more detail: J, W, F,
where J is the aperture number W is the angular field
of the lens in the object space F is the focal length.

Thus, the optical system can be uniquely described by
the characteristics presented above. For convenience
they are all explained in the Table 1. These characteristics
can vary over a fairly wide range and depending on this
the lens can be assigned to one of 27 classes. We divided
these characteristics into three ranges corresponding to
their physical meanings.
Class

J

W (°)

F (mm)

0 – low

>2.8

<20

<50

1-average

1-2.8

20-60

50-100

2-high

<1.0

>60

>100



To train the classifier, we need to create a
data set that is, on the one hand, a list of OS
where each is described by a triple of
numbers J, W, and F and, on the other hand, a
list of their corresponding classes. We will call
such a set a training set.



From each range of technical characteristics
values, we select two values corresponding to
real optical systems, for example, J=2.9, W=1°,
F=1 mm, which corresponds to the class «0-0-0»
- short-focus low-aperture optical system with a
small angular field. Thus, we get a training set
consisting of 216 (6*6*6 possible combinations)
of optical systems and corresponding class
values. Each class is assigned by its own number,
for example, the class «0-0-0» has a number 0
(0*32+0*31+0*30), and class «2-0-1» has a
number 10 (2*32+0*31+1*30).







To generate a training sample, the JWF
sample generator function was written. The
learning process is as follows:
- import the necessary modules and create a
classifier object;
- generate a training set;
- train the classifier using its fit method.

After calling the function, we get a three columns containing values of J, W, and F,
and a list y, with the numbers of the corresponding classes generated to the above
rules shown in the Table 2.

Class

J

W (°)

F (mm)

Var.1 - 12.8

61

200

8

Var.2 - 12.8

160

1

6

∗ The data in the Table 2 mean that for variant 1 J=12.8, W=61°
and F=200.0 mm. This combination got the class number 8
in our classification. The data for variant 2: J=12.8, W=160°
and F=1.0 mm got the class number 6 in our classification.



Checking the operation of the classifier on the
original list of optical systems use the predict
method with a source data set. Let's check how our
trained classifier works with optical systems that are
not included in the training set. The first one
belongs to the class «0-2-2» with the number 8, the
second one belongs to the class «0-0-0» with the
number 0 and the third one belongs to the class «21-1» with the number 22. The classifier was not
mistaken (Fig. 1).
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 Abstract:
Supervised machine learning for the optical systems
classification is proposed. Artificial intelligence gives the
relevant solution. Python programming library scikit-learn
was used for a centered optical system, where the objectimage are at infinity-finite distances.




Results presented confirm that supervised
machine learning can be used for optical
system classification with the help of Python
library and the result is received in few
seconds. It takes more time (15-20 minutes)
for human to do the same.

1. Develop expert system for optical design
2.Create new type of CAD with Deep Learning
Technics
3. Populate databases for starting point and
merit function of all possible optical systems,
which can predict the appearance of new
types of optical systems (such as the periodic
table of elements)
4.Use existing methods for AI applications in
Photonics

A good project with strong
International cooperation…
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